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08 SEPTEMBER 2009

MR. P F MOOKISI - VICE CHAIRPERSON BOKSBURG CSPB

FIVE MOST PRESSING CHALLENGES AND WHAT HAS BEEN DONE TO ADDRESS THEM

1. UNFILLED V ACANY OF THE CHAIRPERSON

The vacancy of the Chairperson has not filled. The Vice Chairperson is expected to do all the work in the centre though he is not formally appointed to act as Chairperson. From the very first day of appointment I have been working as a Chairperson without appoint or remuneration.

What has been done to address the problem?

	A recommendation was made by the Management Area to the Regional Office to have me appointed but no feedback has been received from the Region Office yet.


	The Regional Commissioner has indicated however that those individual concerns will be addressed.


	The Regional Commissioner established a Regional Task Team in 2008 to look into the concerns of the Parole Board and a report was submitted to her in that regard.


	The Regional Commissioner has indicated that the problems will be attended in that regard. The Parole Boards are still waiting for a feedback.


2. INCOMPLETE RPOFILES

Incomplete profiles continue to be sent to the Parole Board and the Board is expected to make decision on insufficient information presented to it. The profile submission does not meet the requirements and it is very frustrating.

What has been done to address the problem?

We have tried to hold meetings with the relevant stakeholders but seems slight improvement had been made but not as expected.

3. COURT MOTIONS

The Court motions take a lot of time to attend to and the Management Area don't have legal people to help in those instances. The Parole Board therefore has to rely on the State Attorney. These consultations with the State Attorney require the Chairpersons Vice Chairpersons to be out of office in order to consult with the State Attorneys for the compilation of the Answering Affidavits. The situation is worse when the Management Area has only a Vice Chairperson; then it means all the work has to stand still.

What has been done to address the problem?

	I usually speak to the State Attorney handling the case that I do the draft for the answering affidavit and email it to them. They will then make corrections and email it back. I will then have it commissioned and send the Clerk to deliver as we cannot fax it.


	I usually attend consultations if there is a need or some technical points which would need me to go there.


	In the sitting of the Board we preempt any case that might end up as a motion and we make a detailed report which we use and attach in the reply of the affidavit. During the sitting we make sure we capture as much information as we can of the proceedings.


	We try to handle matters telephonically or by fax/email so as to minimize the costs.


	We have been very diligent in attending to Court motions and since my appointment up to date the Parole of Boksburg has not lost a Court motion.


4. COMMUNITY MEMBERS

Additional Community Members come and go and it is causing problems to the smooth running of the Board. Because the members only come on call; their salary fluctuating every month - they are constantly looking for stable jobs and when they get alternative work they only give a seven day notice and leave. The time therefore given to the Board to try and get other members is seven days; which is practically impossible. The Regional office is the one doing the appointment of the community members and does not lie with the local Management Area.

What has been done to address the problem?

The Parole Board presently doesn't have community members and is borrowing members from others centres on the days on which they are not sitting. How long this arrangement is going to last is not known.

5. SECURITY OF THE PAROLE MEMBERS

The security of the members of the Parole Board remains a problem. The Parole Board is in custody of the inmates brought to it for the day; they remain the responsibility of the Board until they are booked back to their sections. Though the Board is directly responsible for the offenders the Board members does not receive danger/special danger allowance. The threat mostly faced by the Board is when after consideration an offender doesn't get a date then they tend to be violent. The Parole Board now has been given a new building which is outside of prison how their safety is going to be .taken into consideration is not known.

What has been done to address the problem?

The matter has been reported to the Area Commissioner and is busy addressing the matter.

Yours sincerely

Mr. P F Mookisi

Vice Chairperson Boksburg CSPB


